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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a transmitting method to transmit video and audio signals between digital
video/audio apparatuses, acquir ing a part of a bandwidth of a transmitting medium before communication.

TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

[0002] Nowadays, standardization is proceeded for a bandwidth compression system of a digital video signal and a
digital audio signal. The system is called MPEG (Moving Picture Experts Group) and is divided into two groups, MPEG1
subject to storage media at a low rate and MPEG2 which realizes a high picture quality for broadcast and can correspond
to different picture sizes. In MPEG2, because compression ratio is variable for a picture size or a required picture
quality, the data size per time is variable for broadcast programs and contents.
[0003] Further, in MPEG2, standardization is also proceeded for data transmission system used for broadcast. In
this transmission system, one program is called stream and the data size is variable in each stream (variable rate) and
a system to transmit a plurality of streams all together is standardized. Especially, in the case in which a reproducing
apparatus to reproduce compressed video audio signals has to isochronize with the broadcast station which makes
compression, like in a case to receive a broadcast wave, a stream called transport stream is used. In this transport
stream, a device to make the reproducing apparatus possible to isochronize is included, using a parameter in the
stream. In the transport stream, the data is transmitted with a fixed length packet (transport stream packet, hereafter)
and data necessary for isochronization is also transmitted with the same kind of packet. It is described in a reference,
coding of moving picture and associated audio information Part 1, System" of ISO/IEC International Standard 13818-1,
International Technology.
[0004] In the case of transmitting a plurality of streams, it is possible to vary the data size per stream if necessary
although the bandwidth of the entire transmission medium is fixed. It is possible to effectively use the bandwidth of the
determined transmission medium by allocating a broad bandwidth to a stream which a high rate is required and sup-
pressing the rates of the other streams, not equally sharing the bandwidth of the entire transmission medium to each
stream.
[0005] On the other hand, in the case in which broadcast signal is once received, a specific stream is selected and
is transmitted or recorded again, a bandwidth for transmission or recording has to be secured on the basis of the
maximum rate in the selected stream. For such a purpose, a method indicating a buffer for smoothing a stream (smooth-
ing buffer, hereafter) and a bandwidth necessary for transmission or recording with a reading rate from the smoothing
buffer (leak rate, hereafter) is adopted in MPEG2. The smoothing buffer memory size and the leak rate are shown by
parameters included in the stream.
[0006] In the method using smoothing buffer and leak rate, the received stream is once stored in a smoothing buffer
memory and is read from here at the leak rate. As long as a smoothing buffer memory having a size expressed by a
parameter in the stream and a leak rate are used, the smoothing buffer memory is guaranteed not to overflow. Therefore,
in the case of being transmitted or recorded again, transmission or recording becomes possible by securing the band-
width equal to the leak rate. Because by once smoothing the rate, it becomes unnecessary to secure the bandwidth
equal to the maximum rate which rarely occurs, the bandwidth at transmitting or recording the stream with a variable
rate can be minimum and it is possible to effectively use a transmitting medium or recording medium.
[0007] However, because timing information of each transport stream packet is deteriorated by once storing the
stream in a smoothing buffer memory, the reproducing apparatus of video and audio signals cannot isochronize. There-
fore, in the case of transmission or recording, timing information written in the smoothing buffer memory is added to
each packe On the other hand, at the receiving or reproducing apparatus, the timing information is reproduced by once
storing each transport stream packet in a packet having the same size as a smoothing buffer memory and outputting
the output based on timing information added to each transport stream packet and as a result, it becomes possible to
isochronize at the reproducing apparatus of video and audio signals.
[0008] Thus, in order to transmit a MPEG2 transport stream, it is necessary to be able to reproduce the timing of
each transport stream packet in the receiving apparatus of the transport stream packet. As such a transmission medium
which can reproduce the timing, there is P1394 interface. P1394 is a high speed serial interface for the next generation
multimedia which is studied at IEEE. It is described in the reference, High Performance Serial Bus P1394/Draft 7.1v1".
[0009] P1394 is a transmitting medium of serial bus type and all nodes connected to a bus have isochronized timing
information. When a transport stream packet of MPEG2 is transmitted, the timing of each transport stream packet is
secured using the timing information.
[0010] An apparatus connected to P1394 (node, hereafter) is connected in a tree structure having branches and a
node having a plurality of terminals relays the signal by outputting a signal received from one of the terminals to another
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terminal. Accordingly, it is secured to arrive to every node connected with data outputted from any node. As a result,
P1394 works as a bus theoretically although it has a tree structure.
[0011] However, because P1394 realizes a bus by relaying a plurality of nodes, there occurs a propagation delay
depending on the number of relaying nodes as well as a propagation delay determined by the length of the transmission
medium. Further, in P1394, it is secured that a plurality of nodes do not simultaneously transmit, by that only one node
assigns buses.
[0012] Thus, an identifier to identify the node (node ID, hereafter) is added to each node composed as a bus. The
addition of the node ID is automatically done by initializing a bus generated when a new node is added to the bus or
on the contrary, when a node is separated from the bus (bus reset, hereafter). When a bus reset is generated, a node
connected to the bus outputs a packet indicating a connection state of the node (self ID packet, hereafter) to the bus
according to a predetermined order. The node ID is determined by the output order of the self ID packet and the self
ID packet includes the node ID determined at outputting to the self ID packet and information whether the other nodes
are connected to each terminal or not. As for the node on the bus, the tree structure composing the bus can be known
by receiving and analyzing all of self ID packets outputted from each node.
[0013] In P1394, two kinds of transfer, a isochronous transfer used for transferring the data which is necessary of
real time such as a MPEG2 transport stream or a digital video signal and an asynchronous transfer used for outputting
data which is unnecessary of real time are possible. P1394 works on the basis of every 125 microsecond period (cycle,
hereafter) and is used for isochronous transfer at a first half of each cycle and for asynchronous transfer at a second half.
[0014] When a isochronization transfer is done, time (bandwidth) used during one cycle is acquired in the node
controlling the bandwidths before communication. P1394 has a node controlling bandwidth used with isochronous
transfer and a bandwidth to be used is acquired from the bandwidth controlling node. The node to execute a isochronous
transfer can transfer the data in a range of the acquired bandwidth and the data transmitted with isochronous transfer
is outputted as a packet specified by P1394. In a isochronous transfer, it is possible to transfer real time data by secure
the transfer of the data size predetermined at every cycle.
[0015] The bandwidth to be acquired before transmission is a summation of overhead parts such as a bandwidth
necessary for transferring the data in practice and a bandwidth necessary for transferring the data added for propagation
delay generated at data transfer and error detection. In P1394, it is possible to use mixture of a plurality of transmission
rates and outputs signals directing their transmission rates for identification before packet transmission.
[0016] Moreover, apart from MPEG2, a digital VCR for converting video and audio signals into digital data and re-
cording is being developed. In this digital VCR system, a digital video signal is compressed and recorded in a tape.
Signal compression method for a high definition (HD, hereafter) television picture as well as standard definition (SD,
hereafter) television picture is also being developed. The compressed data size of an HD video signal is twice as much
as that of an SD video signal and each is always compressed to data having a fixed rate, different from MPEG.
[0017] Because the digital VCR signal is a compressed signal, if it is transmitted after being once restored into an
analog video signal and is converted into a digital signal again, picture quality deterioration occurs. Therefore, a digital
VCR signal is desired to transmit as a digital signal and P1394 can be used also for a transmission of digital VCR data.
[0018] On the other hand, in P1394, every node connected to a bus have an imaginary address space and asyn-
chronous data transfer between nodes is executed as reading and writing of the address space. In a part of the address
space, a register used for controlling the working of each node is included. In the node connected to a bus, the node
state can be known by reading out from a control register of another node and on the contrary the node can be controlled
by writing to the control register.
[0019] It is thought to control transmission and reception of the isochronous data, using such a control register. In
such a case, a transmission state or a reception state can be known by reading a register for isochronous communi-
cation control. On the other hand, it is possible to control to start or stop transmission or reception of the isochronous
data by writing a required value into the register.
[0020] When a MPEG2 transport stream is transferred using a transmitting medium to communicate after acquiring
a bandwidth before transmission, like P1394, it is thought that the data rate changes on the way of transfer and a
bandwidth necessary for transfer exceeds the bandwidth already acquired. Its example is the case in which the leak
rate varies into a large value by a change of a program during transfer. On the other hand, when digital VCR data is
transferred, it is thought that the signal changes from an SD video signal to an HD video signal on the way of transfer.
Its example is the case in which an SD video signal is recorded halfway of the tape and after that the recorded signal
changes into an HD video signal. When the tape is playbacked, the signal changes from SD video data to HD video
data on the way of playback and the data size changes to twice. Thus, when the data rate changes, transmission
exceeding a previously acquired bandwidth could be done.
[0021] As an example, there is a case using P1394 in a transmitting medium. When a MPEG2 transport stream is
outputted to P1394, a bandwidth is acquired based on a leak rate of the stream outputted before' transmission and is
outputted. However, when the leak rate changes to a large value on the way of transfer, a bandwidth necessary for
outputting exceeds the already acquired bandwidth and there could be a risk to output data more than that correspond-
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ing to the previously acquired bandwidth to a bus. On the other hand, when the signal changes from an SD video signal
to an HD video signal and the data size increases twice, there is a risk to output twice data of that corresponding to
the previously acquired bandwidth to the bus.
[0022] In P1394, when data exceeding the data corresponding to the previously acquired bandwidth is supplied to
a bus, time required for transmitting data which must transmit during one cycle for isochronous communication exceeds
the predetermined and assigned time for isochronous transfer. When such a bandwidth overflowing occurs, asynchro-
nous communication can not be done because the time for asynchronous communication is short. Moreover, when
the time required for isochronous data communication exceeds 125 microseconds, the bus becomes impossible to
work and not only the data to be a cause but also all isochronous data flowing on the bus can not continue transmission
and reception.
[0023] As explained above, when a transmitting medium which acquires a part of a bandwidth of the transmitting
medium before transmission is used and transmission is done exceeding the acquired bandwidth, there is a problem
to interfere the other communications using the same transmitting medium.
[0024] On the other hand, the apparatus receiving data through a transmitting medium could receive an incorrect
data when the rate of the transmitted data changes to a lar ge value. A first example is the case that the leak rate
changes to a large value when a MPEG2 transport stream is received from a transmitting medium and video and audio
signals are reproduced from the received data or the transport stream is recorded. A second example is the case that
the digital VCR data changes from an SD video data to an HD video data when the digital VCR data is received from
the transmitting medium and video and audio signals are reproduced or recorded from the received data. In such a
case, because the bandwidth necessary for data transmission exceeds the acquired bandwidth in the transmitting
medium bandwidth, the transmitting apparatus can not continue a normal transmission and as a result, an incorrect
data could be transferred to the transmitting medium.
[0025] When a transport stream or VCR data received at the receiving apparatus is reproduced or recorded, in the
case in which an imperfect transport stream or an imperfect digital VCR data is received or the received data is lost,
it happens to reproduce or record an incorrect data. Moreover, in the case in which the receiving apparatus is working,
synchronizing with a sync signal included in the received data, the isochronization could loose and malfunction could
occur.
[0026] Thus, in the case in which data is received from a transmitting medium which acquires a part of the bandwidth
of transmitting medium before transmission and communicates and when the bandwidth necessary for the data transfer
exceeds the bandwidth which previously acquired in the transmitting medium bandwidth, incorrect data could be sup-
plied to the transmitting medium and when the incorrect data is supplied to the transmitting medium, the apparatus
which is receiving this data induces malfunction. It is a problem.
[0027] On the other hand, like P1394, in the case in which transmission is done after acquiring a part of transmitting
medium bandwidth before transmission, the other apparatuses could commence outputting, stopping the already start-
ing communication and using the bandwidth which has been used in the stopped communication.
[0028] An example is the case in which while a first apparatus is outputting data to a transmitting medium, a second
apparatus tries to start outputting data. When a bandwidth in which the second apparatus can output the data is left
in the transmitting medium, the second apparatus can start outputting after acquiring the bandwidth. However, if the
necessary bandwidth is not left, it can not start transmitting. Accordingly, the transmission can be started after the
second apparatus secures the bandwidth necessary for outputting, making the first apparatus stop to output.
[0029] In such a case, it is necessary to start transmission after the control node once returns the bandwidth which
has been used and acquires again. Because the bandwidth has to be acquired after returning the bandwidth, the
apparatus to acquire the bandwidth has to confirm if the bandwidth returning is finished and keep watch on the returning
action. Moreover, because it takes time from returning the bandwidth to acquiring it again, it has a risk that another
node acquires the bandwidth. That is, there is a problem that a procedure necessary for acquiring the bandwidth is
complex.
[0030] On the other hand, when a propagation delay depending on a connection form of the node connected to a
transmitting medium occurs like P1394, a bandwidth has to be acquired including an overhead such as the propagation
delay time, in addition to a bandwidth necessary for actual transmission.
[0031] In such a case, it is possible to acquire a bandwidth based on maximum propagation delay time. However, if
the bandwidth to be acquired is determined on the basis of an assumed maximum propagation delay time, because
an extra bandwidth which is actually unnecessary is acquired, the transmitting medium can not be effectively utilized
and therefore, there is a risk to prevent the other communications which are originally to be able to communicate. That
is, if the bandwidth is acquired based on the maximum value of propagation delay, there is a problem not to be able
to effectively use the transmitting medium.
[0032] In a usual transmission apparatus, when information concerning smoothing buffer memory and leak rate is
given in the data, it is necessary to analyze the data and extract information concerning the rate in order to determine
the transmission bandwidth or the recording mode and there is a demerit that the hardware size at recording of the
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receiving apparatus becomes large.
[0033] Moreover, if the buffer at the receiving apparatus side overflows or under flows, the data transmission becomes
impossible and usually it can not be controlled at the transmission apparatus.
[0034] The document WO-A-95 03658 describes a bus management system provided with a used-channel register
REG1 and a bus capacity (bandwidth) register REG2. Before starting synchronous communication, each node trans-
mits a read instruction to the registers to read their contents so as to check for available channels and bus capacity.
When an unused channel exists and a bus capacity remains, the node transmits a write instruction to the registers so
that the number of used channels and he capacity of used buses can be respectively stored in the registers REG1 and
RG2. Therefore, buses can be managed by a simple method in a system which performs synchronous communication
among a plurality of nodes connected to the buses. The bus management system reserves the bandwidth without
taking into consideration propagation delay.
[0035] The document EP-A-0 637 153 describes a method and an apparatus for an automatic decomposition of a
packet switching network in backbone nodes and subareas nodes to speed up the routing path search without degrading
the optimisation criterion of the routing algorithm and without generating additional control messages on the network.
[0036] Document US 4 771 391 describes a method and an apparatus for allocating the bandwidth taking into account
the propagation delay.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

[0037] The problems described above are solved by a data transmitting method according to the subject matter of
claim 1.

BRIEF EXPLANATION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0038]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of essential parts of a transmitting apparatus for transmitting data and a receiving ap-
paratus for receiving transmitted data useful for understanding the present invention.

FIG. 2 shows a packet used when data is transmitted using a isochronous transfer of P1394 not forming part of
the present invention.

FIG. 3 shows each field structure of CIP header included in a data field of a packet used in a isochronous transfer
of P1394 not forming part of the present invention.

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of an essential part of a transmitting apparatus for transmitting isochronization data.

FIG. 5 shows a bandwidth necessary to acquire when isochronization data of P1394 is transmitted.

FIG. 6 shows a connection of the nodes apart by (N-1) pieces of relay nodes in N time connections.

FIG. 7 shows a construction of PCR which is a register to control transmission of the isochronization data.

FIG. 8 is a block diagram of essential parts of two transmitting apparatuses when transmission nodes of the iso-
chronization data are switched.

FIG. 9 is a block diagram of essential parts of a transmission control apparatus for determining and setting a
propagation delay identifier and a transmitting apparatus in which the propagation delay identifier is set.

FIG. 10 is a block diagram of a first example of a bandwidth detection means.

FIG. 11 is a block diagram of a second example of a bandwidth detection means.

FIG. 12 is a block diagram of a data processing means in accordance.

FIG. 13 is a block diagram of a transmission timing determiner.

FIG. 14 shows a structure of a transmission time stamp.
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THE PREFERRED EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENT OF THE PRESENT INVENTION

[0039] Exemplary embodiments of the present invention are explained below, referring to the drawings.
[0040] A first exemplary embodiment of the present invention, which does not form part of the invention as claimed
is shown in FIG. 1. In the first exemplary embodiment, a transmitting apparatus 124 to transmit data 108 to a transmitting
medium 114 includes data processing means 130 for processing, for example, converting data 108 to be transmitted
into a transmitting format by division or combination; bandwidth detection means 101 for detecting the bandwidth of
the data 108; necessary bandwidth calculation means 102 for calculating the necessary bandwidth in transmitting
medium 114 from a data bandwidth 109 detected at bandwidth detection means 101; transmission condition judge
means 103 for comparing necessary bandwidth 110 calculated at necessary bandwidth calculation means 102 with
acquired bandwidth 104 acquired from the bandwidth which transmitting medium 114 has, before transmission, judging
a transmission condition and outputting a judged result 111; transmission control means 105 inputting the judged result
and for outputting the data outputted from data processing means 130 as data 112 to be transmitted according to the
judged result; bandwidth information adding means 106 for adding data bandwidth 109 outputted from bandwidth
detection means 101 to data 112 outputted from transmission control means 105 as bandwidth information and out-
putting it; and transmission means 107 for transmitting data 113 added with bandwidth information outputted from
bandwidth information adding means106 to transmitting medium 114. Transmitting apparatus 124 is what is composed
as a part of a receiver for digital television broadcast or a digital VCR and data 108 inputted to transmitting apparatus
124 is data received at a tuner 126 or data reproduced at a playback apparatus 127. As the data 108, a signal such
as a MPEG2 transport stream or data of a digital VCR is inputted.
[0041] A receiving apparatus 125 for receiving data outputted from transmitting apparatus 124 through transmitting
medium 114 includes reception means 115 for receiving data from transmitting medium 114 and outputting; transmission
stop detection means 116 for inputting data 119 received at reception means 115, detecting that a specified time data
does not arrive and outputting detected result 120; bandwidth information separation means 117 for inputting data 119
added with the bandwidth information received at reception means 115, separating bandwidth information 121 and
outputting; and processing means 118 for inputting detected result 120 outputted from transmission stop detection
means 116, inputting bandwidth information 121 from bandwidth information separation means 117 and processing to
respond according to these inputs. Receiving apparatus 125 is what is composed as a part of a digital VCR or a
television receiver and a received data 122 is supplied to an apparatus such as a recording apparatus 128 or a repro-
ducing apparatus 129.
[0042] As a transmitting medium 114 used for transmission and reception of digital video and audio data, P1394
interface can be used.
[0043] When data 108 supplied to transmitting apparatus 124 is a MPEG2 transport stream inputted from tuner 126
or playback apparatus 127, a necessary bandwidth for outputting to transmitting medium 114 is calculated and acquired
from a parameter indicating leak rate included in the transport stream, before transmission. In the case of P1394,
receiving apparatus 125 receiving data from transmitting medium 114 and the other apparatuses connected to the
same bus as well as transmitting apparatus 124 can acquire the bandwidth and the bandwidth used for data transmis-
sion is acquired from a node to control the bandwidth. When the apparatus to acquire the bandwidth is other than
transmitting apparatus 124, a leak rate of the stream is previously inquired to transmitting apparatus 124, a necessary
bandwidth is acquired based on the leak rate obtained as the result and transmission is requested for transmitting
apparatus 214. The inquiry of the leak rate or the direction of the transmission can be done through asynchronous
communication using the same bus. The bandwidth to be acquired here is what indicates time used in one cycle at
data transmission and what a necessary bandwidth for making a packet at transmission to P1394 described later is
added to the bandwidth which the leak rate indicates.
[0044] While transmitting apparatus 124 is transmitting a transport stream, bandwidth detection means 101 detects
a leak rate included in the transport stream and outputs as a bandwidth data 109 of the data outputted to transmitting
medium 114. Necessary bandwidth calculation means 102 which received the bandwidth data 109 of the data trans-
mitted from bandwidth detection means 101 calculates the stream actually used at outputting to a P1394 and outputs
as a necessary bandwidth 110 by adding such as a necessary bandwidth data for making a packet at transmission to
the leak rate, in a similar way to acquiring the bandwidth before starting transmission.
[0045] Transmission condition judge means 103 holds an acquired bandwidth 104 acquired before transmission,
compares it with a necessary bandwidth 110 inputted from necessary bandwidth calculation means 102 and outputs
as a judged result 111. Transmission control means 105 inputting the judged result 111 outputs a transport stream
inputted to transmitting apparatus 124 when the judged result 111 is showing that necessary bandwidth 110 is smaller
than acquired bandwidth 104 because the transmission is thought to be able to continue without any trouble and on
the other hand, the stream inputted to transmitting apparatus 124 is deleted when the judged result 111 is showing
that necessary bandwidth 110 is larger than acquired bandwidth 104 because continuing transmission could prevent
the other isochronous transfer or asynchronous transfer.
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[0046] Bandwidth information adding means 106 is supplied with a transport stream 112 from transmission control
means 105 and adds bandwidth data 109 which is the data supplied from bandwidth detection means101 as bandwidth
information and outputs it. At this time, while transmission control means 105 stops outputting the transport stream,
only the bandwidth information is outputted. Transmission means 107 inputting transport stream 112 and bandwidth
information 109 makes transport stream 112 a packet and transmits it to transmitting medium 114. A packet structure
of a isochronous transfer of P1394 is shown in FIG. 2.
[0047] The packet used when the digital video and audio data are transferred using P1394 is composed of a packet
header 201 used for discriminate the kinds of the packets, CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) 202 for the packet header
added for detecting the error at the packet header at signal reception, a payload part 207, and CRC 205 for the data
added for detecting error at the payload part. Payload part 207 is composed of CIP (Common Isochronous Packet)
header 206 used for adding the kind of data or the bandwidth information, a plurality of data blocks 204 including video
and audio data. Data 108 inputted to transmitting apparatus124 is called source packet and is transmitted, being in-
cluded in a part of the payload part 207 as it is or being divided, as a data block having a fixed size.
[0048] CIP header 206 is composed of 4 byte data 203a including parameter concerning data transfer method and
4 byte data 203b including kinds of data and parameter necessary for each kind. A detailed structure of CIP header
206 is shown in FIG. 3. The CIP header is composed of a SID (Source node Identification number) 301 which is a
identifier for identifying the node transmitting the data; DBS (Data Block Size) 302 showing a data block size; FN
(Fraction Number) 303 indicating how the source packet was divided or not divided to make a data block; QPC (Quadlet
Padding Count) 304 indicating the number of bytes supplied to the source packet in order to adjust the source packet
size and divide; SPH (Source Packet Header) 305 indicating whether the source packet has a header based on the
kinds of data or not; DBC (Data Block continuity Counter) 306 which is a counter for confirming continuity of the data
block; FMT (Format) 307 indicating kinds of transmitted data; and FDF (Format Dependent Field) 308 including pa-
rameter necessary for each kind of data.
[0049] When transmission means 107 transmits a transport stream to P1394, it is indicated by FMT 307 that the
signal is a MPEG2 transport stream and the bandwidth information showing a leak rate is transmitted as a part of FDF
308. As for the other fields, CIP header 206 is composed, including a suitable value and is outputted as a isochronous
transfer packet. In this case, if the data which transmission means 107 receives from bandwidth information adding
means 106 is a transport stream, a data block is made from the transport stream and a parameter indicating the leak
rate is transferred as a part of FDF 308. On the other hand, if the data supplied by bandwidth information adding means
106 is only bandwidth information, a parameter indicating the leak rate is included in a part of FDF 308 and only the
CIP header is transmitted as payload part 207, because there is no transport stream to be transmitted.
[0050] Therefore, when the bandwidth of transport stream inputted to transmitting apparatus 124 is larger than the
previously acquired bandwidth 104, the transport stream can be stopped to output and it can be prevented to disturb
to continue isochronous transfer and asynchronous transfer to the other apparatuses using the same bus. Moreover,
because the packet of only CIP header is always transmitted even while the data is not transmitted, the receiving
apparatus which received the packet can process corresponding to it. If it is a packet not including a transport stream,
identification information of the transmitting apparatus is included in SID 301 and it is transferred to FMT 307 and FDF
308 that the data to be transmitted is a MPEG2 transport stream and the parameter indicating the leak rate of the stream.
[0051] On the other hand, in receiving appar atus 125 receiving a packet from transmitting medium 114, reception
means 115 receives a packet for isochronous transfer from P1394 after confirming the packet header and data 119
added with bandwidth information is outputted after confirming the continuity of the data block by using CIP header.
Transmission stop detection means116 which has received data 119 detects that transmitting apparatus 124 stopped
transmission by the information that the transport stream has not arrived and outputs a detection result 120. In the
MPEG2 transport stream, because the maximum interval among transport stream packets included in the stream is
determined, when the transport stream is not received beyond this maximum interval, it can be judged that transmitting
apparatus 124has stopped to transmit. Even while the transport stream is not received, it can be confirmed that the
transmitting medium is correctly working because the packet including only the CIP header is received. On the other
hand, when the packet is not received at all, it can be thought that the transmitting medium or transmitting apparatus
124 is not correctly working.

bandwidth information separation means 117 is inputted with the data to which the bandwidth information supplied
from reception means 115 is added, separates into bandwidth information 121 and data 122 and outputs them sepa-
rately. When the data supplied from reception means 115 is only bandwidth information, bandwidth information 121is
outputted. The transport stream included in data 122 outputted from bandwidth information separation means 117 is
recorded at a recording apparatus 128 or reproduced into video and audio signals at reproducing apparatus 129.
[0052] Processing means 118 processes based on detection result120 supplied from transmission stop detection
means 116 and bandwidth information 121 supplied from bandwidth information separation means 117. When detection
result 120 indicating transmission stop of transmitting apparatus 124 is inputted, processing means 118 directs to stop
the works, because neither recording apparatus 128can give a correct recording action nor reproducing apparatus 129
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can give a normal reproducing action.
[0053] When an effective transport stream is not supplied from transmitting medium 114, because neither there is
data for recording or reproducing nor isochronization information included in the transport stream is given, the iso-
chronization of the receiving apparatus is disturbed and malfunction could be occur. When transmitting apparatus 124
stops outputting the transport stream, processing means 118 directs to stop recording and reproducing actions and
worthless recording and reproducing actions can be prevented and malfunction is also prevented.
[0054] Processing means 118 is supplied with bandwidth information 121 from bandwidth information separation
means 117 and watches the leak rate of the transport stream under reception. Recording apparatus 128 recording a
transport stream can determine the rate at recording based on the leak rate of the transport stream. While recording
is made receiving the transport stream, if the leak rate of the transport stream under reception comes to exceed the
recording rate, it becomes not to continue a correct recording. Therefore, processing means 118 outputs a signal 123
to direct recording to recording apparatus 128 and can continue recording action by stopping recording or varying the
recording rate at recording apparatus 128.
[0055] Even a packet not including a transport stream, because identification information of transmitting apparatus
124 can be obtained from the SID value included in the CIP header, it is possible to direct transmitting apparatus 124
to stop transmission and when the apparatus which acquired a bandwidth of transmitting medium 114 is receiving
apparatus 125 and transmitting apparatus 124 is stopping transmission as a result of that the leak rate varies and the
necessary bandwidth exceeds the acquired bandwidth, it becomes possible that receiving apparatus 125 acquires a
lacked bandwidth and makes transmitting apparatus 124 start to transmit again.
[0056] When data 108 supplied to transmitting apparatus 124 is digital VCR data supplied from playback apparatus
127, the bandwidth necessary for transmitting to transmitting medium 114 is calculated and acquired before transmis-
sion, depending on which the kind of video signal is an SD video signal or an HD video signal. Because the digital VCR
data is data having a fixed rate, it is possible to determine the bandwidth based on the kind of video signal. Similar to
a MPEG2 transport stream, the other apparatuses than the apparatus to transmit can also acquire the bandwidth. In
this case, the kind of transmitted video signal is previously inquired.
[0057] When transmitting apparatus 124 is transmitting the digital VCR data, bandwidth detection means 101 detects
whether the kind of video signal is an SD video signal or an HD video signal and outputs bandwidth information 109
of the data necessary for outputting to transmitting medium 114. Necessary bandwidth calculation means 102 which
has received bandwidth information 109 which is transmitting data from bandwidth detection means 101 adds the
bandwidth which is necessary according to making a packet at transmission or the like to the data bandwidth, in a
similar way to acquiring the bandwidth before starting transmission and the bandwidth actually used at outputting the
data to P1394 is calculated and is outputted as a necessary bandwidth 110.

transmission condition judge means 103 holds acquired bandwidth 104 acquired before transmission, compares
it with necessary bandwidth 110 supplied from necessary bandwidth calculation means 102 and outputs judged result
111. Because it is thought that it gives no trouble to continue transmission when judged result 111 is smaller than
occupied bandwidth 104, transmission control means 105 inputting judged result 111 outputs the digital VCR data
inputted to transmitting apparatus 124. On the other hand, because continuing transmission could prevent the other
isochronous or asynchronous transfer when necessary bandwidth 110 is larger than acquired bandwidth 104,trans-
mission control means 105 deletes the inputted data to transmitting apparatus 124.
[0058] Bandwidth information adding means 106 inputs the digital VCR data from transmission control means 105
and adds the bandwidth information which is the data supplied from bandwidth detection means 101 as bandwidth
information and outputs it. In this case, while transmission control means 105 stops outputting the data, it outputs only
bandwidth information. Transmission means 107 inputting the digital VCR data and bandwidth information supplied
from bandwidth information adding means 106 is made into a packet and is outputted to transmitting medium 114.
[0059] The packet for isochronous transfer used on P1394 in this case has the same structure as a packet used for
transferring a MPEG2 transport stream. When transmission means 107 transmits digital VCR data to P1394, it is
indicated to be digital VCR data by FMT 307, information which the video signal is an SD video signal or an HD video
signal is transmitted as a part of FDF308. Because the digital VCR data has a fixed rate, it has the same effect as
expressing the data bandwidth by identifying information which an SD video signal or an HD video signal is. As for the
other fields, CIP header 206 is composed including an appropriate value and is transmitted as a packet for isochronous
transfer. In this case, at transmission means 107, when the data received from bandwidth information adding means
106 is data added with the bandwidth information, a data block is made from the digital VCR data and parameter
expressing a kind of video signal is transferred as a part of FDF 308. On the other hand, when the data received from
bandwidth information adding means 106 is only bandwidth information, the parameter expressing a kind of video
signal is included in a part of FDF 308 and only a CIP header is transmitted as payload part 207 because of no data
to transmit.
[0060] Thus, because the data of digital VCR data inputted to transmitting apparatus 124 changed from an SD video
data into an HD video data, if the bandwidth necessary for transmission becomes larger than the previously acquired
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bandwidth 104, the transmission of the digital VCR data can be stopped and it can be prevented to disturb to continue
isochronous or asynchronous transfer of the other apparatuses using the same bus. Moreover, similar to the case of
transport stream transfer, because the packet of only the CIP header is always transmitted, the receiving apparatus
receiving this packet can process correspondingly. Even if it is a packet not including data, identification information
of the transmitting apparatus is included in SID 301 and it is transferred to FMT 307 and FDF 308 that the data to
transmit is digital VCR data and information which the data is an SD video data or an HD video data.
[0061] At receiving apparatus receiving a packet from transmitting medium 114, transmission means 115 receives
a packet for isochronous transfer from P1394 after confirming a packet header and outputs digital VCR data 119 to
which bandwidth information is added after confirming continuity of the data block, using CIP header. Transmission
stop detection means 116 receiving data 119 detects that transmitting apparatus 124 has stopped transmission from
no arriving of the data for a previously determined period and outputs detection result 120. Similarly to receiving a
transport stream, it can be confirmed that the transmitting medium is correctly working even if for a period the data is
not received because the packet including only CIP header is received. On the other hand, when the packet is not
received at all, it is thought that the transmitting medium or transmitting apparatus 124 is not correctly working.
[0062] Bandwidth information separation means 117 is supplied data to which bandwidth information is added from
reception means 115, separates into bandwidth information 121 and data 122 and outputs them separately. When the
data received from reception means 115 is only bandwidth information, only bandwidth information 121 is outputted.
The digital VCR data outputted from bandwidth information separation means 117 is recorded at recording apparatus
128 or reproduced into video and audio signals at reproducing apparatus 129.
[0063] Processing means 118 processes the data based on detection result 120 supplied from transmission stop
detection means 116 and bandwidth information 121 supplied from bandwidth information separation means 117. When
detection result 120 directing transmission stop to transmitting apparatus 124 is inputted, because recording apparatus
128 can not correctly record and also reproducing apparatus 129 can not correctly reproduce, processing means 118
directs to stop these actions.
[0064] When effective digital VCR data is not received from the transmitting medium, because not only there is no
data for recording or reproducing but also isochronization information transferred together with the data is not received,
the receiving apparatus could loose isochronization and malfunction could occur. When transmitting apparatus 124
stops transmission of the data, processing means 118 directs to stop recording and reproducing and worthless recording
and reproducing as well as malfunction can be prevented.
[0065] Processing means 118 inputs bandwidth information 121 from bandwidth information separation means 117
and watches which kind of digital VCR data the signal under reception is. Recording rate of recording apparatus 128
has to be decided depending on the kind of digital VCR data. When the receiving data changes from an SD video
signal to an HD video signal or vice versa while it is recording the receiving data, correct recording becomes impossible.
Recording can be continued by directing to stop recording or to change the recording rate to recording apparatus 128.
[0066] Even if it is a packet not including digital VCR data, because the identification information of transmitting
apparatus 124 can be obtained from the SID value included in the CIP header, when transmitting apparatus 124 is
directed to stop transmission or an apparatus acquiring the bandwidth of transmitting medium 114 is receiving apparatus
125 and the kind of data changes to another kind and transmitting apparatus 124 stops transmission due to that the
necessary bandwidth exceeds the acquired bandwidth, receiving apparatus 125 supplements an insufficient bandwidth
and thus, transmitting apparatus 124 becomes to be able to start transmission again.
[0067] The variation of the bandwidth necessary for such a transmission is thought to occur when the transmitting
data varies from a MPEG2 transport stream to digital VCR data or vice versa. Even when such a kind of data varies,
transmitting apparatus 124 becomes to be able to start transmission again by comparing the necessary bandwidth at
transmission with the bandwidth acquired from the transmitting medium and judging a transmitting condition.
[0068] ' Because it can know a kind of data from the CIP header included in the receiving packet, receiving apparatus
125 can vary a recording method of recording apparatus 128 when the receiving data changes from a MPEG2 transport
stream to digital VCR data or vice versa or can stop recording if the newly received data cannot recorded. In such a
case, it is possible to stop reproducing when a corresponding reproducing method is switched or newly received data
can not be reproduced. Moreover, when an apparatus directing data transmission is a receiving apparatus 125 and
there is no need of continuing communication because the received data can not be recorded nor reproduced, it is
possible to direct transmitting apparatus 124 to stop transmission.
[0069] Even it has no bandwidth information adding means 106 and bandwidth information separation means 117,
transmitting apparatus 124 prevent from transmitting over the acquired bandwidth and it is possible to prevent to disturb
continuing isochronous and asynchronous communication other than communication using the same transmitting me-
dium 114. Receiving apparatus 125 detects the stop of transmission from transmitting apparatus 125, stops recording
and reproducing and can prevent malfunction.
[0070] A construction of bandwidth detection means and data processing means is described below.
[0071] FIG. 10 is a first example of a block diagram of bandwidth detection means.
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[0072] Bandwidth detection means 101 is composed of a information table holder 1 and a transmission rate infor-
mation extractor 2.
[0073] The inputted transport stream packet header of MPEG2 is analyzed and information tables such as a pro-
gramming mapping table (PMT) and an event information table (EIT) are extracted and held at an information table
holder 1. Program names, broadcast time, rate information and the like are written in these tables.
[0074] Information about transmission rate, for example smoothing buffer descriptor in the PMT is extracted at trans-
mission rate information extractor 2. The transmission bandwidth is determined based on the extracted information at
necessary bandwidth calculation means 102.
[0075] FIG. 11 is a second example of a block diagram of bandwidth detection means. This is used when transport
stream packet of MPEG2 has no transmission rate information or when the analyzing load in the data is desired to
reduce. The block 3 is a counter and the block 4 is a bandwidth determiner in bandwidth detection means.101 shown
in FIG. 11.
[0076] Counter 3 counts the data size (here, the number of data packets) one after another, supplied to the transmitter
during a fixed period, for example, a period as long as 24.576.MHz which is a working clock of IEEE 1394. Because
the data packet size is a fixed number, that is 188 bytes in MPEG2 transmission, it is comparatively easy to find an
average rate.
[0077] Bandwidth determiner 4 can catch the average rate per period from the value counted by counter 3. The
average rate is selected one from a plurality of transmittable bandwidths which the transmitter has. At determination
of the transmission bandwidth, transmission bandwidth determiner 5 selects the narrowest transmission bandwidth,
considering a rate which is larger by a fixed rate (for example, 1.2 times) than the average rate caught at bandwidth
determiner 4 and within a range which can absorb jitter due to deviation of data arrival timing and the like. To secure
the selected transmission bandwidth, a transmission packet including bandwidth secure request information is trans-
mitted to the transmission medium.
[0078] The rata rate can be directly known by the above operation without analyzing inside the signal of MPEG2 and
the transmission bandwidth can be easily determined using it. The information concerning the determined data rate
can be transmitted by newly writing in the table.
[0079] FIG. 12 shows a block diagram of data processing means. In data processing means 130, the block 21 is a
smoothing buffer, the block 22 is an arrival timing catcher, the block 23 is a time stamp generator, the block 24 is a
time stamp adder, the block 25 is a transmission timing determiner, the block 26 is a cycle time register (CTR) and the
block 27 is a transmission packet converter.
[0080] The time stamp of the transmission is generated based onthe counted value of CTR 26 which is a clock set
the time among the apparatuses connected to the transmission medium. Arrival timing when each transport stream
packet of MPEG2 is supplied from tuner 126 or playback apparatus 127 is outputted from a decoder box of MPEG2
or the like to the transmitting apparatus is acquired at arrival timing catcher 22. Time stamp generator 23 latches the
value of CTR 26 at arrival timing and generates transmission time stamp, adding the counted value of the maximum
delay time between the designated transmitting apparatus and receiving apparatus. Transmission time stamp is added
at the top of the data block. An example of the format is shown in FIG. 14.
[0081] . The inputted transport stream packet is added with the transmission time stamp and is converted into a data
block at time stamp adder 24 after being stored at smoothing buffer 21 and then is converted into a transmission packet
in which a plurality of data blocks gather at transmission packet converter 27. The transmission packet is sometimes
converted after dividing into some data blocks by the rate or the like.
[0082] FIG. 13 shows a block diagram of a transmission timing determiner 25. The block 30 is an output time judging
unit, the block 31 is a counter and the block 32 is a transmission timing controller. The timing actually transmitted from
transmission packet converter 27 to the transmission medium is controlled at transmission timing determiner 25.
[0083] Output time judging unit 30 is supplied with time stamp value indicating the output time at the receiver of each
data packet from time stamp generator 23 and holds them and then, compares each time stamp value with the present
CTR value and judges if the data packet was already outputted from the receiver.
[0084] The CTR values of the receiving apparatus and the transmitting apparatus are the same because they are
set so as to be equal against every node connected. Therefore, the above judgment is enough only comparing between
two values.
[0085] Counter 31 counts down one by one for a data packet and counts up one by one at every time when a data
packet is transmitted from transmission packet converter 27 when output time judging unit 30 judges to be already
outputted". That is, the counted value becomes the same as the number of data packets in the buffer of the present
receiver. Transmission timing controller 32 outputs a signal to control the output timing from transmission packet con-
verter 27 according to the output from counter 31. That is, when the count value becomes large and almost becomes
to exceed a fixed value (concretely, the ratio of buffer size/data packet size), the output from transmission packet
converter 27 to the transmission means is delayed. When the counted value approaches zero, the output from trans-
mission packet converter 27 to the transmission means is advanced. Controller 32can be composed of a microcomputer
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and software or the like according to the above concept.
[0086] According to the above process, transmission timing determiner 25 can be controlled at the transmission
apparatus so that the buffer at the receiving apparatus side does neither overflow nor under flow. The receiving appa-
ratus can output a signal to a recording apparatus and the like with a correct timing, without overflowing of the buffer
in the receiving apparatus, by outputting the signal with a timing described in the transmission time stamp. The counted
value is controlled so as to be as large as possible within a range not to exceed the above fixed value. By this control,
the number of data packets in the receiver buffer becomes maximum without overflowing and it becomes possible not
to interrupt the output in the receiving apparatus as many as possible when some trouble occurs in the receiving
apparatus or on the transmission medium and the transmission packet does not arrive in the receiving apparatus for
a certain period.
[0087] In the second exemplary embodiment, data transmitting apparatus 407 transmitting isochronous data to trans-
mitting medium 408 shown in FIG. 4 is composed of a propagation delay identifier holding means 401 holding a prop-
agation delay identifier 405, maximum transmission data size holding means 402 holding a maximum transmission
data size 406, bandwidth occupying means 403 and transmission/reception means 404.
[0088] FIG. 5 shows a necessary bandwidth to acquire when transmitting isochronous data to P1394. The bandwidth
of the isochronous data is a bandwidth corresponding to a time determined by a total time of time T1 from detecting
that the bus is not yet used to requesting ownership, a transmission time T2 necessary for that the request of the
ownership of bus arrives at the control node, a judge time T3 at the control node of ownership of bus, a transmission
time T4 necessary for receiving a judge result outputted from the control node of ownership, an occupying period T5
of the bus before data transmission, time T6 for outputting a signal indicating transmission rate of the data, timeT7
necessary for transmitting a packet itself, time T8 for outputting a signal indicating transfer finish and a propagation
delay time T9 necessary for that the packet arrives at the node controlling ownership of bus.
[0089] In this bandwidth, the value other than T7 which is a time necessary for transferring the packet itself is inde-
pendent of transmission rate and transmitting data size and is determined by the number of relay nodes existing be-
tween the transmitting node and the node controlling the ownership of bus. In P1394, because there is no need that
the node controlling the ownership of bus exists on the center of the connection, time exceeding the packet transfer
time is different from node to node. In order to obtain time for each node, the location of the node controlling ownership
of bus on the bus must be considered.
[0090] However, when this time is obtained as a value independent of the location of the control node of ownership
and the same value is used for every node connected to the bus, it is good that the number of maximum relay nodes
existing in the bus is used as the number of maximum relay nodes between the transmission node and the node
controlling ownership of bus.
[0091] Therefore, considering that transmission node 603 apart from node 601 controlling ownership of bus by (N-
1) pieces of relay node 602 with N times of connection as shown in FIG. 6 outputs a packet and using the value indicated
in the standard of P1394, the time Toh used for other than packet transfer is expressed by Eq. 1.

[0092] Expressing this value by a unit used for bandwidth control inP1394, the bandwidth BWoh necessary for other
than packet transfer bandwidth(overhead bandwidth, hereafter) can be expressed by Eq. 2.

[0093] The unit of the bandwidth used in P1394 is a value regarding a bandwidth necessary for transferring a 2 bit
signal at transfer speed of 100 Mbps as 1.
[0094] Propagation delay identifier 405 is obtained from a connection topology of the apparatus connected to trans-
mitting medium 408 and the overhead bandwidth can be determined as only one value by the value of this identifier.
Propagation delay identifier 405 held in propagation delay identifier holding means401 is determined at an initial con-
dition, based on the number of maximum connections allowed for the used transmitting medium.
[0095] When the used transmitting medium is P1394, value corresponding to an overhead bandwidth having 15
-relay nodes with 16 times of connections is set. On the other hand, maximum transmission data size 406 held in
maximum transmission data size holding means 402 expresses the maximum data size which can be included in a
payload part which is a data part of a packet for isochronous communication used at P1394. Maximum transmission
data size 406 used here expresses what is equivalent to acquired bandwidth 104 described in the first exemplary
embodiment.
[0096] The packet format used in a isochronous data transmission is the same format as that shown in FIG. 3 of the

Toh = (1.797 + N x 0.494) microseconds (Eq. 1)

BWoh = 88.3 + N x 24.3 (Eq. 2)
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previous exemplary embodiment. The sizes and the number of data blocks included in the payload part are determined
by kind and rate of the transmitted data.
[0097] Data of 20 bytes including packet header is added to the packet in addition to the isochronous data. Among
these, what is held in maximum transmission data holding means is a summation of 8 bytes of CIP header 206 and
the data size of the isochronous data. Accordingly, the bandwidth necessary for acquisition before transmission is a
summation of a bandwidth necessary when a packet having a size which 12 bytes are added to the maximum trans-
mission data size is transmitted at a rate used for transmission and the above-mentioned overhead bandwidth.
[0098] FIG. 7 shows a composition of a transmission PCR (Plug Control Register) which is a register for controlling
isochronous data transmission and is located in an address space which each node of P1394 has. The PCR is a 32
bit register and is composed of a 1 bit on-line identifier 701 indicating if the PCR is usable, a 1 bit broadcast connection
counter 702 indicating that transmission controlled by the transmission PCR can stop during transmission, a6 bit point-
to-point connection counter 703 indicating the number of apparatuses which directed the PCR, a 2 bit unused field
704, a channel 705 indicating a channel number used for transmission of 6bit isochronous data, a 2 bit data rate 706
indicating a rate used for transmission, a 4 bit overhead ID 707 corresponding to propagation delay identifier holding
means, and a 10 bit payload size 708 corresponding to maximum transmission data size holding means and expressing
the payload size by a unit of 4 bits.
[0099] In the first exemplary embodiment, payload size 708 of the PCR can be used as an acquired bandwidth 104.
[0100] The transmission control apparatus to control transmission can control transmission by writing values in the
register and can know a transmission condition at that time by reading the values in the register. The transmitting
apparatus executes transmission when a value other than zero is written in broadcast connection counter 702 or point-
to-point connection counter 703, while on-line identifier 701 of transmission PCR is 1. On the contrary, when both are
0, the outputting is stopped. Only when point-to-point connection counter 703 is 0 and broadcast connection counter
702 is 1, the apparatuses other than the apparatus directed start of transmission clear up broadcast connection counter
702 and can stop the transmission.
[0101] Because propagation delay identifier 405 could have been changed to a different identifier by a reason men-
tioned later when bandwidth acquiring means 403 acquires the bandwidth, the bandwidth is acquired based on prop-
agation delay identifier 405 held in propagation delay identifier holding means 401 and maximum transmission data
size 406 held in maximum transmission data size holding means 402. When the bandwidth is acquired, bandwidth
acquiring means 403 reads maximum transmission data size 406 from maximum transmission data size holding means
402 and adds 12 bytes to maximum transmission data size 406 and acquires the bandwidth necessary for transmitting
a packet of this size at data rate 706 included in the PCR, to obtain a packet size from the payload size by the reason
mentioned above. Bandwidth acquiring means 403 reads propagation delay identifier 405 from propagation delay
identifier holding means 401 and adds the overhead bandwidth determined by propagation delay identifier 405 to the
bandwidth for packet transmission.
[0102] Bandwidth acquiring means 403 outputs the bandwidth acquired from the above result to transmission/recep-
tion means 404 as a request for bandwidth assignment and transmission/reception means 404 outputs the received
request for bandwidth assignment to transmitting medium 408 as an asynchronous packet to send a bandwidth control
node. As the request result, the received packet is outputted to bandwidth acquiring means 403. Bandwidth acquiring
means 403 judges if the bandwidth was acquired from the request result for bandwidth assignment. Transmission start
can be directed by writing in broadcast connection counter 702 of PCR or point-to-point connection counter703, based
on the result of acquiring the bandwidth.
[0103] Concerning the above procedure, an example of bandwidth assignment aiming transmission of digital VCR
data which is now under development is explained below.
[0104] When the digital VCR data is transmitted using P1394, the data is divided at every 480 bytes and is transferred
as a isochronous packet. Accordingly, the value of 122, which 488 bytes is expressed as a unit of 4 bytes, is written
as a maximum transmission data size, where the value of 488 bytes is a value which 8 bytes of CIP header is added
to the dividing unit of 480 bytes.
[0105] Bandwidth acquiring means 403 reads out the value 122 which is a maximum transmission data size from
maximum transmission data size holding means (payload size 708) included in PCR and multiplies it by 4 times and
it is known that the payload size is488 bytes. Further, it is found out that the value 500 bytes added with 12 bytes to
488 bytes is a size of a packet for isochronization data. Still further, a bandwidth necessary for a packet transmission
is found based on the value of data rate 706 included in PCR. The bandwidth becomes 2000, using a bandwidth unit
used inP1394 when data rate 706 is indicating a transfer at 100 Mbps. On the other hand, the bandwidth becomes
1000, which is a half of 2000 when data rate 706 is indicating a transfer at 200 Mbps.
[0106] Bandwidth acquiring means 403 reads out a propagation delay identifier from propagation delay identifier
holding means (overhead ID 707) included in the PCR. Bandwidth acquiring means 403 has a correspondence table
of overhead pattern versus bit pattern of a 4 bit propagation delay identifier shown in Table 1 and the overhead band-
width is found from the propagation delay identifier read out.
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[0107] The summation of the overhead bandwidth obtained as a result and the value 2000, which is a packet band-
width is an acquired bandwidth.
[0108] When point-to-point counter 703 of the PCR is 0 and broadcast connection counter 702 is 1, because the
transmission can be stopped by that the other nodes than that directs to start transmission clears broadcast connection
counter 702, a different transmission can be made by using the bandwidth used in the stopped transmission. At this
time, the used bandwidth is known from the propagation delay identifier included in the PCR and the maximum trans-
mission size.
[0109] A block diagram of a transmitting apparatus at such a switching of transmission is shown in FIG. 8. In FIG.
8, a first transmitting apparatus 806 which is now transmitting is composed of propagation delay identifier holding
means 801 holding a propagation delay identifier 804, maximum transmission data size holding means 802 holding a
maximum transmission data size 805, and transmission/reception means 803 transmitting and receiving a packet be-
tween transmission/reception means 803 itself and transmitting medium 807. A second transmitting apparatus 814
which newly starts transmission is composed of transmission/reception means 808 transmitting and receiving a packet
between transmission/reception means 808 itself and transmitting medium 807, bandwidth acquiring means 809, prop-
agation delay identifier holding means 810 holding a propagation delay identifier 812, and maximum transmission data
size holding means 811 holding a maximum transmission data size 813.
[0110] When second transmitting apparatus 814 stops transmission of first transmitting apparatus 806 and transmits
using the bandwidth which first transmitting apparatus 806 was using, broadcast connection counter of the PCR of first
transmitting apparatus is cleared. At this time, bandwidth acquiring means 809 of second transmitting apparatus reads
out propagation delay identifier 804 held in propagation delay identifier holding means 801 composed as a part of the
PCR of first transmitting apparatus 806 and maximum transmission data size 805 held in maximum transmission data
size holding means 802.
[0111] In this case, because the node ID of first transmitting apparatus 806 is included in the CIP header of the
packet for isochronous data which has a composition shown in FIG. 3 and is transmitted by the first transmitting ap-
paratus, second transmitting apparatus 814 can specify the node ID of first transmitting apparatus 806 which is trans-
mitting the data by once receiving the data which is now being transmitted and checking the CIP header.
[0112] Thus, bandwidth acquiring means 809 of second transmitting apparatus 814 looks for the bandwidth which
the first transmitting apparatus acquired and was using in a similar way to the above-mentioned usual bandwidth
acquiring way, based on propagation delay identifier 804 and maximum transmission data size 805 read out from first
transmitting apparatus 806. The bandwidth found here, which has been acquired by first transmitting apparatus 806,
can be used by second transmitting apparatus 814 after first transmitting apparatus 806 stops transmission.
[0113] Although the data rate used when the bandwidth used by first transmitting apparatus 806 is found is usually
used reading out data rate 706 included in the PCR, because it can be known from the reception rate when a packet
for isochronous data is received in order to know the node ID of first transmitting appar atus 806, it is not always
necessary to read out data rate 706 included in the PCR.

[Table 1]

propagation delay identifier overhead bandwidth

0000 113
0001 137
0010 162
0011 166
0100 210
0101 235
0110 259
0111 283
1000 307
1001 332
1010 356
1011 380
1100 405
1101 429
1110 453
1111 477
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[0114] Bandwidth acquiring means 809 compares the given bandwidth acquired by the above procedure with the
bandwidth which is similarly acquired from propagation delay identifier 812 held in second transmitting apparatus 814
and maximum transmission data size 813 held in maximum transmission data size holding means 811 and is planned
to use and when there is any difference between the given bandwidth and the bandwidth planned to use it is necessary
to return an extra bandwidth to the control node of the bandwidth or on the contrary, an insufficient bandwidth is newly
acquired.
[0115] In this case, when propagation delay identifier 804 readout from first transmitting apparatus 806 is smaller
than propagation delay identifier 812 held in propagation delay identifier holding means 810 of second transmitting
apparatus 814,propagation delay identifier 812 of second transmitting apparatus 814 can be made to have the same
value as propagation delay identifier 804 read out from first transmitting apparatus 806. This is because the propagation
delay identifier is found only from the connection topology of the bus and the minimum propagation delay identifier
among them can be used if it is a node connected to the same bus, although a different value could be written at every
node according to a calculation method used when the propagation delay identifier mentioned later is calculated.
[0116] As mentioned before, the initial value of the propagation delay identifier holding means is a value correspond-
ing to the case the bus has a maximum composition allowed by P1394 standard. Therefore, second transmitting ap-
paratus 814 which is given a bandwidth has an initial value as a propagation delay identifier 812 and on the other hand,
propagation delay identifier 804 of first transmitting apparatus 806 can effectively use the bandwidth which the trans-
mitting medium has by comparing which value is smaller and adopting the smaller one when the bandwidth is given
in the case when a smaller value than the initial value is written, by checking the connection topology of the bus.
[0117] FIG. 9 shows a block diagram of a procedure when a transmission control apparatus founds a propagation
delay identifier. In the exemplary embodiment, a transmitting apparatus910 is composed of transmission/reception
means 907 for transmitting and receiving a packet to and from a transmitting medium 906 and propagation delay
identifier holding means 908 for holding a propagation delay identifier 909. A transmission control apparatus 905 is
composed of analyzing means 901 for analyzing a connection topology of the apparatuses connected to a transmitting
medium, identifier determination means 902 for determining propagation delay identifier according to the analysis
result, identifier setting means 903 for setting propagation delay identifier 909 in propagation delay identifier holding
means 908 of transmitting apparatus 910, and transmission/reception means for transmitting and receiving a packet
to and from transmitting medium 906.
[0118] Analysis means 901 receives all of the self ID packets outputted from each node connected to the bus at the
reset of P1394 and analyzes a tree structure of the bus, using the information included in the self ID packets. BY
analyzing the tree structure, the number of relay nodes when communication is made between any two of the nodes
is found and the maximum value is outputted. On the other hand, identifier determination means 902 calculates a
maximum propagation delay which could occur from the maximum number of relay nodes at the bus inputted from
analyzing means 901 and finds the size of the overhead bandwidth necessary to acquire at isochronous data trans-
mission based on this value. Identifier determination means 902 determines which the most appropriate propagation
delay identifier is from the overhead bandwidth and outputs it.
[0119] As the correspondence between the number of relay nodes and the overhead bandwidth used in this case,
for example, the values shown in Table 2 can be used.

[Table 2]

the number of relay nodes overhead bandwidth

0 113
1 137
2 162
3 166
4 210
5 235
6 259
7 283
8 307
9 332

10 356
11 380
12 405
13 429
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[0120] The values shown in Table 2 are maximum values determined. independent of the location of the node con-
trolling the ownership of bus and are calculated using Eq. 2. It is also possible to calculate a propagation delay, con-
sidering the location of the node controlling the ownership of bus on the bus. In this case, even if the maximum number
of relay nodes existing on the bus is the same, the value could be a smaller than an overhead bandwidth shown in
Table 1. The values shown in Table 1 are used for the response between overhead bandwidths and bit patterns of 4
bit propagation delay identifiers. The propagation delay identifier can be determined like the above.
[0121] Thus, identifier determination means 902 obtains the overhead bandwidth from the maximum number of relay
nodes supplied from analyzing means 901 and determines the propagation delay identifier from the overhead bandwidth
and outputs it. The overhead bandwidth can be determined in only one value from the propagation delay identifier by
determining such a correspondence.
[0122] Identifier setting means 903 receives a propagation delay identifier determined at identifier determination
means 902 and writes in propagation delay identifier holding means 908 of transmitting apparatus 910. The writing is
done by writing procedure to the PCR, using an asynchronous packet.
[0123] As mentioned above, an identifier determined by a maximum connection topology allowed for P1394 is written
as an initial value in propagation delay identifier holding means 908 of transmitting apparatus 910. To change this
value, it is necessary to analyze the connection topology of the bus and know the maximum number of relay nodes.
However, because a isochronous data communication is possible even if the propagation delay identifier is used as it
is an initial value without analyzing the connection topology of the bus, not all transmitting apparatuses have to provide
with analyzing means 901 of connection topology, identifier determination means 902 or identifier setting means 903.
In this case, because a larger bandwidth than an originally necessary bandwidth is acquired, it is impossible to effec-
tively use the bandwidth which the transmitting medium has.
[0124] It becomes possible to efficiently use the bandwidth which the transmitting medium has by connecting trans-
mission control apparatus 905 to the transmitting medium, finding a propagation delay identifier by analyzing the con-
nection topology of the apparatuses connected to the bus, and setting a propagation delay identifier which is thought
appropriate for propagation delay identifier holding means of the transmitting apparatus connected to the bus. Because
propagation delay identifier holding means can write through a bus, if there is at least one transmission control appa-
ratus on the bus, it is possible to set a smaller propagation delay identifier than the initial value and as a result, not all
transmitting apparatuses have to provide with analyzing means 901 of connection topology, identifier determination
means 902 or the like and it becomes possible to effectively use the bandwidth which the transmitting medium has by
only having a correspondence table between propagation delay identifiers and overhead bandwidths shown in Table 1.
[0125] A transmission control apparatus other than the transmitting apparatuses having a propagation delay identifier
holding means could write more appropriate propagation delay identifiers than the value already set. Accordingly, when
the bandwidth acquiring means acquires the bandwidth as mentioned above, it is necessary to read a value at prop-
agation delay identifier holding means and find an overhead bandwidth based on the read value.
[0126] Further, the propagation delay identifier held in propagation delay identifier holding means has to be the value
used when the bandwidth was acquired, for using at switching transmitting apparatuses. Accordingly, a transmitting
apparatus which a propagation delay identifier is set by the transmission control apparatus is restricted only to the
transmitting apparatus which does not transmit at the time. That is, a propagation delay identifier can be set only when
both-broadcast connection counter 702 of the PCR and point-to-point connection counter 703 are zero.
[0127] The most appropriate value of a propagation delay identifier is originally determined in one value when the
connection topology of the bus is determined. However, to find the most appropriate value, the connection topology of
the bus is analyzed and all the number of relay nodes between nodes and in some cases, the location of the control
node of the ownership of bus on the bus have correctly to be obtained. A complex analyzing process is required to do
such a processing. When there are few apparatuses connected to the bus, the propagation delay identifier can be set
to a smaller value than the initial value only based on the number of apparatuses which may not be the most appropriate.
[0128] In P1394, it is decided by a standard that the number of relay nodes between the farthest nodes must be 15
and the number of connection times must be 16. When the number of nodes M connected to the bus is smaller than
17, the number of relay nodes between the farthest nodes never exceeds (M-2) whatever connection topology is taken.
Accordingly, in such a case, the connection topology is not analyzed and the propagation delay identifier can be de-
termined,.regarding (M-2) which is the maximum number of relay nodes of the number of nodes connected the bus as
the number of relay nodes. When M is larger than 17, the value 15 which is the maximum value of the values allowed

[Table 2] (continued)

the number of relay nodes overhead bandwidth

14 453
15 477
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for P1394 is used. By setting a propagation delay identifier obtained like the above, it becomes possible to effectively
use the bandwidth comparing with the case propagation delay identifier is not set at all, without taking a complex
process, although the bandwidth which the transmitting medium has can not be used to the full.
[0129] Thus, there could be a plurality of methods by which a transmitting apparatus finds a propagation delay iden-
tifier and there could be a plurality of transmission control apparatuses to set propagation delay identifiers on the same
bus. Accordingly, in propagation delay identifier holding means in which a propagation delay identifier which is thought
to be the most appropriate is written, a larger propagation delay identifier than that is sometimes written. In such a
case, it could be dangerous that the bandwidth which the transmitting medium has can not be effectively used. The
above problem can be prevented by setting a propagation delay identifier only when it is smaller than the value already
set, comparing a value now trying to set with the value already set.

AVAILABILITY IN THE INDUSTRIAL FIELD

[0130] In the invention, because the propagation delay identifier used at bandwidth acquisition and the maximum
transmission data size can be read from the outside through a transmitting medium, a different apparatus connected
to the same transmitting medium can get the acquired bandwidth and as a result, the procedure to acquire a bandwidth
accompanied with bandwidth transition when a different transmitting. apparatus transmits using the already acquired
bandwidth can be simplified.
[0131] In the invention, it is possible to effectively use the bandwidth which a transmitting medium has by that a
transmission control apparatus analyzes a connection topology of the apparatus connected to the transmitting medium
and set a propagation delay identifier based on the analysis result. Further, because the propagation delay identifier
can be . set from the outside of the apparatus through the transmitting medium, it is possible to effectively use the
bandwidth which the transmitting medium has by that ther e is at least one transmission control apparatus on the
transmitting medium, even not all transmitting apparatuses have analyzing means to analyze a connection form of the
apparatus connected to the transmitting medium.
[0132] In the invention, it is possible to effectively use the bandwidth without requiring any complex process by judging
based on the number of apparatuses connected to the transmitting medium, when the connection topology of the
apparatuses connected to the transmitting medium is analyzed.

NOTATIONS:

[0133]

1...information table holder
2...transmission rate information extractor
3...counter
4...transmission bandwidth determiner
21...smoothing buffer
22...arrival timing catcher
23...time stamp generator
24...time stamp adder
25...transmission timing determiner .
26...cycle time register
27...transmission packet converter
30...output time judging unit
31...counter
32 ... transmission timing controller
101...bandwidth detection means
102...necessary bandwidth calculation means
103...transmission condition judge means
104...acquired bandwidth
105...transmission control means
106...bandwidth information adding means
107...transmission means
108, 112, 122...data
109...data bandwidth
110...necessary bandwidth at transmitting medium
111... transmission condition judge result
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113, 119...bandwidth information added data
114...transmitting medium
115...reception means
116...transmission stop detection means
117.. bandwidth information separation means
118...processing means
120...transmission stop detection result
121...bandwidth information
123...direction signal to recording and reproducing actions
124...transmitting apparatus
125...receiving apparatus
126...tuner
127...playback apparatus
128...recording apparatus
129...reproducing apparatus
130...data processing means
201...packet header
202...CRC for packet header
203a, 203b, 206...CIP header
204...data block
205...CRC for data
207...payload part
301...SID (Source node ID)
302...DBS (Data Block Size)
303...FN (Fraction Number)
304...QPC (Quadlet Padding Count)
305...SPH (Source Packet Header)
306...DBC (Data Block continuity Counter)
307...FMT (Format)
308...FDF (Format Dependent Field)
401, 801, 810, 908...propagation delay identifier holding means
402, 802, 811...maximum transmission data size holding means
403, 809...bandwidth acquiring means
404, 803, 808, 904, 907...transmission/reception means
405, 804, 812, 909...propagation delay identifier
406, 805, 813....maximum transmission data size
407, 806, 814, 910...transmitting apparatus
408, 807, 906...transmitting medium
501...packet
502...request for ownership of bus
503...permission of bus use
601...control node for ownership of bus
602...relay node
603...transmission node
701...on-line identifier
702...broadcast connection counter
703...point-to-point connection counter
704...non-use field
705...channel
706...data rate
707...overhead ID
708...payload size
901...analyzing means
902...identifier determination means
903 ... identifier setting means
905...transmission control apparatus
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Claims

1. A data transmitting method for isochronous transmission wherein a transmitting medium needs to be allocated a
bandwidth when the isochronous transmission takes place, said method being characterised in that it comprises:

a first bandwidth determining step which calculates a maximum size of a packet for isochronous data from a
maximum transmitting data size, and determines a necessary bandwidth for transmitting the packet from the
maximum size of the packet for the isochronous data and a data rate of the transmitting medium;
a second bandwidth determining step which determines an overhead bandwidth from a propagation delay
identifier value using a corresponding table between the propagation delay identifier and the overhead band-
width;
an adding step which adds the bandwidth from the first bandwidth determining step and the bandwidth from
the second bandwidth determining step, and
an allocation step which allocates a corresponding bandwidth to the added value calculated at the adding step.

Patentansprüche

1. Datenübertragungsverfahren zur isochronen Übertragung, bei dem einem Übertragungsmedium bei der isochro-
nen Übertragung eine Bandbreite zugewiesen werden muss, das Folgendes aufweist:

einen ersten Bandbreitenbestimmungsschritt, der eine maximale Größe eines Pakets für isochrone Daten aus
einer maximalen Übertragungsdatengröße errechnet und eine notwendige Bandbreite zur Übertragung des
Pakets aus der maximalen Größe des Pakets für die isochronen Daten und eine Übertragungsgeschwindigkeit
des Übertragungsmediums ermittelt;
einen zweiten Bandbreitenbestimmungsschritt, der unter Verwendung einer entsprechenden Tabelle eine
Overhead-Bandbreite aus einem Laufzeitverzögerungs-Kennzeichen-Wert zwischen dem Laufzeitverzöge-
rungs-Kennzeichen und der Overhead-Bandbreite bestimmt;
einen Addierschritt, der die Bandbreite aus dem ersten Bandbreitenbestimmungsschritt und die Bandbreite
aus dem zweiten Bandbreitenbestimmungsschritt addiert; und
einen Zuweisungsschritt, der dem im Addierschritt errechneten addierten Wert eine entsprechende Bandbreite
zuweist.

Revendications

1. Procédé de transmission de données pour une transmission isochrone dans lequel une largeur de bande doit être
attribué à un milieu transmettant lorsque la transmission isochrone à lieu, ledit procédé étant caractérisé en ce
qu'il comprend :

une étape déterminant une première largeur de bande qui calcule une taille maximale d'un paquet pour des
données isochrones à partir d'une taille de données transmettant maximale, et détermine une largeur de bande
nécessaire afin de transmettre le paquet de la taille de paquet maximale pour les données isochrones et le
débit de données du milieu transmettant ;
une étape déterminant une seconde largeur de bande qui détermine un largeur de bande de surdébit à partir
d'une valeur d'identificateur de retard de propagation en utilisant un tableau de correspondance entre l'iden-
tificateur de retard de propagation et la largeur de bande de surdébit ;
une étape d'ajout qui ajoute la largeur de bande à partir de l'étape déterminant une première largeur de bande
et l'étape déterminant une seconde largeur de bande, et
une étape d'attribution qui attribue une largeur de bande correspondante à la valeur ajoutée calculée à l'étape
d'ajout.
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